I Will Let You See the Very Core of Your Own Heart
Poems by Deng Xiang, Dong Guixin, and Lu Kang
Translated from the Chinese by Yin Xiaoyuan

Today we’re delighted to share a selection of new Chinese poetry that includes 5 poems by
Deng Xiang, 3 poems by Dong Guixin, and a long poem by Lu Kang—all of them
translated by the acclaimed poet, translator, and editor Yin Xiaoyuan.
We’d love to hear what you think! National Translation Month is a great community with
over 6,000 fans across all social media and growing. Find us on Twitter @TranslateMonth,
share using #TranslationMonth, join our mailing list, submit a translation month event, or like
our Facebook page. And celebrate your favorite poets in translation this September and beyond.
—Claudia Serea and Loren Kleinman

5 Poems by Deng Xiang
Translated by Yin Xiaoyuan

The Darting Thracian
Theoretically, if an object moves too fast, the space around it gets distorted
Is it the same with memory? I am now, again, back here
walking on the straight line between the new terminal and the old, like a Thracian
refugee centuries ago
He had just pumped a bucket of water from the well
and milked his goat
and then suddenly the Romans broke in. He had to drive his bullock cart and ran away
with his family
and their luggage. He was darting for his life. But what am I darting for?
For another gathering, or another departure?
I know that I could not ever live that day again
Even precisionist Germans could not possibly draw this terminal at this very moment
on a sheet of paper
Nor is there a hint of “German summer” in the May air
Everything is changing so fast!
I still remember the day eighteen years ago
Exactly on the same spot: I was waiting outside the arrival hall
The seven-year-old boy in there, was skipping back and forth
bouncing like a coin, then disappeared
“Is that him? Why isn’t he any taller than last year?”
I was uneasy and doubtful
The whole scene is still vivid now, I remember a beam of sunshine
Fell on my lap from the window
You were blushing under its warmth. The fields in the suburb of Munich
were as flat as folded napkins then
Just that single scene is missing from my memory
The boy and the old, light-green S Bahn
which brought us again and again to re-gatherings. We returned at sunset
with an expression of satisfaction on the face
“No worries, gods will lead us through everything.”
The Thracian believed that he could eventually find
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another sweet spring, his family, and
the goat which went astray
History is so subtle, so is memory
like the obscure Thracian
like the crumpled boarding pass in my pocket
April 26, 2018
on my Sofia-Frankfurt flight

Sydney Opera House
We sat here side by side in silence
ladies and gentlemen from various countries
We watched the white shells and white sails
moving through vessels
under the sun
we see them melting, twisting
and beginning to set again
It was you who died
while we woke up again
we were dispersed in the dark
For you, we all had that one brief moment of immortality

In the South
Sweet violets and golden sunflowers
hung their heads in the rain
like children who did wrong
Our whispers went on, intermittently, beneath the eaves
As if by tacit agreement we started to talk about poetry again
We talked about dark wooden house
which were like toy bricks
You said you liked the hard grey stones on the grassland
A suntanned man
was on the train to the south
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A girl in green dress
remained silent. She was leaving for good
I have been wearing these clothes for weeks
Even holes start to appear in its padding
A spider landed, like a parachutist
looking for a clearing among the rocks
July 14, 1982

Plants in the Deserted Garden
I have heard about things happening to all of you these years
But I still do not have a clue about your feelings or your words
especially when we are in this wind from the vast ocean
An afternoon in May, I walked into this garden
and saw a peppermint plant by the fence, stretching itself
I know it is growing closer to its maturity. A tall rape was standing there
leaning to look at another, as if reminding her to “remember what mom said, it
benefits us to stand under the sun”
“Take care of yourself, hold on the soil under your feet,
take a firm grasp on earthworms, and don’t get blown down!” the other replied
Shifting clouds veiled the sun. The sky darkened and a Chinese kale touched another
with its leaf, and whispered “I love you”
Wild chrysanthemum and cactus exchanged glances
All this is real, or I just got dizzy?
When I calmed down and listened carefully, there was unmistakably something usual
Pea pods burst. Dandelion flowers snapped
and they talked to one another “It is time now”.
It is time now, Time bears fruits this moment
It is time now, everything is moving along above the wind
They shouted together
“I will let you see, see the very core of your own heart!”
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Stained Glass Last Summer
Stained glass last summer
gave the street and the sky a brown hue
A kind of vertigo struck me, and I staggered through the lane
without finding the doorplate I was looking for
Last summer, there was stained glass
and a smothering mixed smell of cigarette and alcohol in the waiting room
I was sitting there, waiting for a train which never returned
Last summer, there was stained glass
I remembered the boat and the boatman
and the burning sand on the beach
which chased me forward with the wind
Last summer, there was stained glass
reflecting the sun
I recorded this dull day
as another title of mine
May 17, 1982
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3 Poems by Dong Guixin
Translated by Yin Xiaoyuan
Stone Forest (Shilin of Yunnan)
1.
They point skywards, like swords
stalagmites, stone curtains and pagodas, as if their durable old bones were laid bare
under the sun
They ever asked for cool shades or comfortable shelters
Each penetrating beam of light shining through this subtropical plateau, has
eventually fallen on the mortal world underneath
There were currents running down here, saturated with carbon dioxide, joining into
tall pinnacles, dolines, subterranean rivers
interlinked caverns, bridges of stone, Karst lakes…
Like mighty troops seeking for a magnificent conquest
The stone forest waved its flags high
My heart trembled in empathy at this scene
soaked through with ecstasy
2.
3 hundred million vicissitudes
has catalyzed all these geological formations
Oceans rose and turned into lands, and mountains grew out of plains
Karstic limestone rocks, precipitated on the sea bottom at first
were long scorched by the lava inside the craters
underneath the basaltic layer
Water from the vast lakes around used to drown it
but it kept on moving upwards during Himalayan Orogeny
bit by bit
As if the vertical crevasse cutting through the rock had cut through your throat as well
or the roaring storms had singed your skin
even your pores were etched away by species
what torture and anguish it was for you!
Finally, you were torn apart from the continental shelf, standing aloof
as a geological legend
You had been through the purgatory of your life
Destruction and reincarnation
And there, your splendid plateau was!

3.
The imitate interaction between water-eroded grooves,
left their romance in topographic features here on the earth
There are rock surfaces lined with folds and creases
Unintendedly shaping a smile on the face of a stone Buddha
Black Pine Cliff, Flying Dragon Waterfall, Zhiyun Cave...
They stand upright there or sit leg-crossed, like swans spreading their feathers and
peacocks grooming their tails
in the lake embosomed among rocks
there is a statue of merciful Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara, revealing the Saha World to
Her believers
Does something like "a heart of stone" ever exist?
From stalactites in the caverns
dripped cold tears they stored up for thousands of years
A-Shi-Ma, the beautiful Yi maiden,
has stretched her swallowtail wings now
Maidens dressed up, washed ramie, and started to sing a little folk song
Their voices echo on the string
of this enormous stone harp...

Iteration
When a small seed drops into the soil, it sprouts, blossoms, and then bears fruit
—that is a process in self-explanatory repetition
Iteration is executed this way, until a forest is formed
The mountain ranges are its roots clinging to the vast land
White clouds turn into downpours
and raindrops converge into rivers
They flow, evaporate, and take the shape of clouds again
The sea is always the solution to this equation
Waves approach along the timeline of the sea
Like nonlinear function: f(x)
I can not tell it would be convergence or divergence
I can only hear the shells on the beach singing in a chorus
I look up at the starry sky
How many iterations had there been in the universe
before humankind appeared? Hatred, killings, and wars…
When can they converge into the background color of peace?
I almost see the curtain-fall of all crimes
All are clear again, only love is introduced into new iterations for future generations
passed over from heart to heart
like a torch

The Sword of Goujian[1]
1.
In 1965, a flash of light from a Springs-and-Autumns Period tomb caught the
archaeologists’ eye
which seemed to have lit up the waterlogged ruins
“The king of all swords” (also referred as “An Oriental Excalibur”)
Silhouettes of gonfalons, halberds, spears, and bows loomed up from gloominess
drums and mallets started to echo in the field of war, dating back to 2400 years ago
Its razor-sharp blade, decorated with symmetrical dark-golden rhombi pattern
was like a dragon covered with scales, surging forwards in the clouds and torrents of
history
Shining with glory of Bronze Age
In the starry sky of undeciphered scripts of Time
With its body inlaid with blue crystals and turquoise
It looks precisely like a token from the 5th century BC
With their colors of the heaven and earth compressed into one entity
Even a lock of hair would break itself on its untarnished copper & tin tip
The smell of blood and fire was still lingering on it
Whoever laid his hands upon its hilt
had taken the overwhelming power in his grasp

2.
Mt. Zhanlu in southern Songxi, where it was made, was a paradise of springs and
misty forests
According to old mythology, the suddenly opening summit of Mt. Chijin disgorged tin,
while copper seeped out from the Ruoye Creek
“an aquatic dragon was guarding the furnace of molten iron, when the Jade Emperor
loaded it with coal Himself”
In the burning flames, the Chi of Yin and Yang got entwined with each other
Casting, forging, annealing,
Precise percentage: copper vs. tin
The most resilient material was in the solidest
The most lenient spirit was in the hardest
legendary master Ou Yezi[2] has shown us
it takes ten years to forge a real pristine sword

3.
Zhanlu, Chunjun, Shengxie, Yuchang and Juque
Named after the virtues of martial arts, they were unparalleled noble existences
Goujian, King of Yue
finally had his own Excalibur
He pointed its blade to the sky and heard the thunder roll
His army poured into the realms of Wu
And he witnessed his enemies falling on the ground like rain-flattened crops
He returned with victory

4.
The essence of a sword is not in its sharpness
But in its power to persuade without even touching a thing
The heart of a warrior is not in his boldness
But in mercy, decency, and vision
The greatness of a king is not in endless conquests
But in his unaltered love for his people
A solitary weapon that defied time
has unveiled the spectacular scenery of history before our eyes

Notes on symbols used in the original
[1]
https://www.ancient-code.com/the-sword-of-goujian-the-weapon-that-challenged-time
-an-oriental-excalibur/
https://www.atlasobscura.com/places/sword-of-goujian
[2] Ou Yezi (Chinese: 欧冶子； Pinyin: Ōu Yězǐ; Wade-Giles: Ou Yeh Tzŭ) was a
legendary master of sword-making in the Spring and Autumn Period. According to
Yuejueshu, he forged five treasured swords for Gan Jiang and King Zhao of Chu,
named, respectively, Zhanlu (湛卢), Juque (巨阙), Shengxie (胜邪), Yuchang (鱼肠)
and Chunjun (纯钧). He also made three swords for King Goujian of Yue, named
Longyuan (龙渊), Tai’e (泰阿) and Gongbu (工布). These swords were forged on Mt.
Zhanlu and took three years to complete. The swords were named ZhanLu "Wholesome Land or Dark and Clear" (again presumably named in recognition of the
place where he worked), Yuchang - "Fish Intestine or Hidden in Fish", Shengye "Defeater of Evil", Juque -"Giant", and Chunjun - "Pure Harmony".

Apocrypha: The Premier Alphix by Lu Kang
Translated by Yin Xiaoyuan
The ONE saw that the light was good, and she separated the light from the darkness.
—that was the first day. She felt dizzy, light-headed and her heart racing
She smelt her own odor of sweat, transmitted into her brain by Alpha waves
Her body was on the boundary between light and darkness—The Penumbra
Various odors clang to her body every day like spiders on a cobweb
spreading outwards, suspending, or climbing about
She had to hold her breath for a moment to find tranquility within her
She knew that she was a synthesis of various odors—"Arrogant dragon will have cause to
repent." [1]
(An aristocratic person is like a leopard, always becoming more magnificent as he/she
matures)
The odors could be distinguished from one another if you focused
But it was a luxury for her, as she was in perplexity
It would take her quite some time to disentangle those ruffled ups
Just one transitory instant passed before she smelt
her own fatigue, and her face turned pallid/ashen
as if suffering from her eschatological sorrow
There was the night after the long day, so it was the second day. Wanna bet? How about
playing mahjong tomorrow? I’ll call you a dog if you don’t show up on time. You can call
me whatever you like, pig or such A casino hotshot Omega suggested a date with her, just to
verify the saying “Lucky at cards, unlucky in love.” She laughed at him. Then she jabbered
away, assuming an I-don’t-give-a-fuck look, which he found titillating and somewhat
adorable too. She turned him down on account of having got used to being alone. She had
another telephone on her chair besides the one by her bed called. She switched their places
because she thought the phone on which she had just talked with boredom, was defiled. She
sniffed at herself again: dry and dull. So she went jogging outside, to spread her odor around
by sweating, to attract her kind, and to freshen herself up. One drop of her sweat went astray
and splashed on her eyebrow, its original shape like a magpie, soon changing into five
words--None of my fucking business. She was surprised to a halt, and pursed her lips
mischievously: Yeah, I just have a perverse delight in doing this, come and stop me if he has
the guts! It was just sad that humankind is fragile and mortal, so ephemerally floating from
light to darkness, from inky limpidness to this tempera-like murkiness. For her, feeling
herself glowing vividly with beauty was all that mattered.
And it was so it was the third day. When there is hoarfrost underfoot, Solid ice is not far
off.[2]
(There is food in the ting [2], but my spouse is sick,
I have everything to myself, that’s just perfect! )[3]
She taped a note on her door
She [rose to her feet in anxiety, hovered round restlessly]
And she [paced the corridor, her stride haughty and dashing]
And then [with her hands behind her back, she swaggered forward confidently]
A tree with human nature, lengthening or shortening itself at will
Shook off its leaves slowly, as though sloughing its skin
until there was the last leaf hanging on the top
If it falls tomorrow, she thought,

It is a proof that I am a lady with classical charm.
I am a graceful lady instead of a macho man,
How I envy the couples frolicking, wearing fancy clothes of silk and satin
oh my! I almost felt the stirrings of deepest urge
deepest urge [4]
On the fourth day she improvised the stars
And displayed them across the baronial firmament
To banish viciousness away from harming women like herself
She no longer trusts humankind after seeing too much quackery
All doctors left her in the cold but one
who said she was pregnant spiritually
Her mind was pregnant with new things
like the great vault with more and more constellations
indulged in reproduction
On the fourth day I will take leave
and become a bizarre bald bird
She looked up at the ceiling
and ruminated on her own senility
The ONE said: "Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas, and let fowl multiply
in the earth." She felt jolly for having figured out the subtext: He whose truth is accessible,
yet dignified, Has good fortune.[5] She bathed in the gathering dusk, when the fragrance of
wild roses made her irrationally amorous. She was amazed, while a beer bottle rolled across
the floor upstairs, with a raucous noise, and there were people chasing and cursing each other
in the lanes below... People of my kind are no longer what they were either... She finished her
bath perfunctorily, without wasting any more moment in staying in still, took out a carton of
milk tea from the refrigerator, and went out-- no one knew where she was going. Life was
enjoyable and the starry sky awe-inspiring. She had no more earthly desires. ("Never make a
fuss about a missing wig, it will turn up within seven days.")"It is like peeling matured jute-All is entwined and entangled in such an awkward way!"
The ONE created woman in her own image with a soul, in the image of herself she created
her; male and female she created them. "Practice makes perfect." But what was she exactly?
That was a question.
In her favorite room there were art magazines
posters and high-tech electrical appliances
She never was bored of sleeping in there. What an easy time Alphix had!
She was never bound by missions or tasks
She was at liberty to begin or to end anytime she wanted
She was sleeping soundly, like a sweet nymph
sometimes an enchanting witch, with her eyelids slightly open and unveiling a stripe of the
whites
"Women who wake up before the men are always beautiful"
She neither agreed nor disagreed with that
She began to snore softly
Her muscles and nerves were completely relaxed now, as if falling asleep after the victory of
a tough fight. In her dreams she saw how men and women were made:

the voices were exciting, provocative, and prurient: “Come into my dreams, and
create me!”
Thus, the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host of them."Setting right what has
been spoiled by the father. If there is a son, No blame rests upon the departed father. Danger.
In the end good fortune.""Setting right what has been spoiled by the mother. One must not be
too persevering."[6]
When you walk you should take steps carefully, be respectful but never intimidated
She knew that the day after tomorrow would come, when the city got frozen over, and
tsunami would sweep through every street. There might be even be sleets, a plague of locusts,
and the hell would be soon full, with ghosts flooding over to human world. Among all major
catastrophes, there was a scene of 6 killer whales surrounding a baby gray whale, trying to
drown it. Its mother dashed out and fenced them off. And then? What happened to them? She
asked her mother. Enjoy your tea, honey, before the poetic spring scenery is gone Why bother?
Finally, she smelled the pure fragrance from her own body, peaceful and harmless, like the
perfume of jasmine. She felt her mind warmed by the temperature of the Supreme Hand of
Everything.
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The leaf fell at last and landed right on the clairvoyant eyes, so he missed the sight of whole
world suffering. She did not witness that either. All the things she saw were just recreational
visions to kill time with. When the pains in her body disappeared, fancies were like a sweet
rain after a long drought.
What are you doing, babe?
Nothing.
XOXO.
Muah!
Louder!
The seventh day was the day for a nice rest, and she did not want to wake up.
Let the soft silk of sleep cover everything, let it spread over miserable lives in tatters. Let the
dreams shine upon it, like crystal balls of evil and beauty rolling on a glass plane, night and
day, with sharp and boisterous noises blooming like roses, like ultimate blessings. Then she
blessed the seventh day and made it holy, because on it she rested from all the work of
creating that she had done. She turned to me: Can you stop being silly? She called me silly
because I told her that it was hinted in I ching that a man should walk behind a tiger [7].
Uh-uh, that’s impossible? Isn’t it? I carried her up gently and left The Penumbra between
light and darkness.
Notes on symbols used in the original
[1] I ching: Hexagram 1. Ch'ien / The Creative. Nine at the top means: Arrogant dragon will
have cause to repent. When a man seeks to climb so high that he loses touch with the rest of
mankind, he becomes isolated, and this necessarily leads to failure. This line warns against
titanic aspirations that exceed one's power. A precipitous fall would follow.
[2] I Ching Hexagram 2 - K'un / The ReceptiveSix at the beginning means: When there is
hoarfrost underfoot, Solid ice is not far off. Just as the light-giving power represents life, so
the dark power, the shadowy, represents death. When the first hoarfrost comes in the autumn,

the power of darkness and cold is just at its beginning. After these first warnings, signs of
death will gradually multiply, until, in obedience to immutable laws, stark winter with its ice
is here. In life it is the same. After certain scarcely noticeable signs of decay have appeared,
they go on increasing until final dissolution comes. But in life precautions can be taken by
heeding the first signs of decay and checking them in time.
[3] I Ching Hexagram 50 - Ting / The CaldronNine in the second place means: There is food
in the ting, my comrades are envious but they cannot harm me. Good fortune. In a period of
advanced culture, it is of the greatest importance that one should achieve something
significant. If a man concentrates on such real undertakings, he may indeed experience envy
and disfavor, but that is not dangerous. The more he limits himself to his actual achievements,
the less harm the envious inflict on him.
[4] Line is theatre director Meng Jinghuis Play Longing for Worldly Pleasures, which
alternates tales from Boccaccios Decameron with the Ming dynasty story of a renegade monk
and nun
[5] I Ching Hexagram 14 - Ta Yu / Possession in Great Measure. Six in the fifth place means:
He whose truth is accessible, yet dignified, Has good fortune.The situation is very favorable.
People are being won not by coercion but by unaffected sincerity, so that they are attached to
us in sincerity and truth. However, benevolence alone is not sufficient at the time of
Possession in Great Measure. For insolence might begin to spread. Insolence must be kept in
bounds by dignity; then good fortune is assured.
[6]I Ching Hexagram 18 - Ku / Work on what has been spoiled (Decay). Six in the
beginning means: Setting right what has been spoiled by the father. If there is a son, No
blame rests upon the departed father. Danger. In the end good fortune. Rigid adherence to
tradition has resulted in decay. But the decay has not yet penetrated deeply and so can still be
easily remedied. It is as if a son were compensated for the decay his father allowed to creep
in. Then no blame attaches to the father. However, one must not overlook the danger or take
the matter too lightly. Only if one is conscious of the danger connected with every reform
will everything go well in the end. Nine in the second place means: Setting right what has
been spoiled by the mother. One must not be too persevering. This refers to mistakes that as a
result of weakness have brought about decay-hence the symbol, what has been spoiled by the
mother. In setting things right in such a case, a certain gentle consideration is called for. In
order not to wound, one should not attempt to proceed too drastically.
[7] I Ching Hexagram 10 - Lu / Treading (conduct) . Nine in the fourth place means: He
treads on the tail of the tiger. Caution and circumspection lead ultimately to good fortune.
This text refers to a dangerous enterprise. The inner power to carry it through is there, but this
inner power is combined with hesitating caution in one's external attitude. This line contrasts
with the preceding line, which is weak within but outwardly presses forward. Here one is sure
of ultimate success, which consists in achieving one's purpose, that is, in overcoming danger
by going forward.
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